Car park solutions

PEGASOS
CAR LIFT
Maximum comfort
in minimum space

BENEFITS
Garage appearance
No machine room required
No pit required
Passage width 3 m (shaft width: 3.40 m)
No shaft mounting parts

APPLICATIONS
Underground garages
Multi-family houses
Office Buildings
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CAR PARK SOLUTIONS

PEGASOS CAR LIFT
CHARACTERISTICS
The PEGASOS was developed specifically for the transport of
cars and convinces with a sophisticated design and a variety
of comfortable features. Lifting and lowering is realised by 		
an energy-efficient electric drive.
The car lift is a system of two opposing guide columns and
a chain driven framework at which the cabin is fixed.
It is driven by two frequency controlled gear motors, which 		
ensures a smooth acceleration and deceleration of the cabin.

OPERATION MODES
AUTOMATED RIDE
Self-retaining push button
(from 3 stops)

FULLY AUTOMATED RIDE
Automated ride due to car
detection (2 stops)

TECHNICAL DATA
Lifting height
Pit depth (also possible without a pit)
Capacity
Platform length

max. 24,000 mm
150 mm
2,700 to 3,100 kg
5,500 mm to 6,000 mm

Clear inner height

2,100 mm

Clear inner width

2,500 mm to 3,000 mm

Clear inner shaft width

clear inner width + 400 mm

Min. shaft head (inner)

2,550 mm

Drive

electrical 8 KW
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Rolling gate and traffic lights in a discreet appearance in the lower position.

CAR PARK SOLUTIONS

PEGASOS CAR LIFT
YOUR VALUE ADDED
Up to 5 sqm savings in comparison to a traditional car lift
No shaft mounting parts
Modern traffic lights in discreet appearance
Equipment according to customer requirements
Low operating costs

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Cabin ceiling made of perforated metal
Galvanised cabin walls
Cabin floor made of aluminum extruded sections
Positioning indicator at indoor display panel

UPON CUSTOMER REQUEST
Radio remote control
Various door options
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Cabin colours - option RAL colours available

Lödige Service
We offer full service for your
equipment after the installation:
maintenance, spare parts, etc.
Feel free to contact us.

+49 5642 702-600

